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Assistance For
FEB. 27—Dr. Allen E. Samuel,
aspirant for the Connecticut Dem-
ocratic Congressman-at-large no-
mination, tonight before a hand-
ful of listeners in the Washing-
ton Room stressed the need for
federal aid to public education
supporting President Kennedy's
proposed measures for federal as-
sistance to schools.
Our institutions of l e a r n i n g
must have support, if our pres-
ent standard of education is to be
maintained and eventually raised,
especially on the public school le-
vel, said Dr. Samuel, an ancient
history and Greek instructor at
Yale University. The American
system of free public education
has been to a large degree success-
ful in the past and should hot be
abandoned now, he said.
•Public schools have produced
many outstanding citizens and
leaders, he emphasized, and the
Ong Addresses
English Majors
BY ALFRED C. BURFEIND
FEB. 26—Speaking of our al-
phabet as a "strange, weird in-
vention," Father Walter J. Ong,
S.. J., addressed a meeting of the
English majors . this afternoon.
Sponsored by the English'depart-
ment, the speech is part of a pro-
gram to make English studies a
"key to many careers," accord-
ing to Dr. Frederick L. Gwynn.
Opening his speech, "The End
of (he Age-of Literacy," Father
Ong commented on the apparent
lack of interest in reading which'
prevails today. He said that peo-
ple are inclined to believe that
"teachers of a hundred years ago
did a better job han we are doing
today." Commenting on this opin-
ion, Father Ong said that "prob-
ably they were worse.
Importance of Literacy
He spoke of the importance of
literacy today, and discussed the
definition of literacy as "the test
oi onc-'s ability to function as a
human being." Literacy, however,
is usually defined as "the ability
to- read something printed, not
written," he said.
Father Ong turned his discus-
sion to the topic of life in a pre-.
literate Society. In such a society
he said, men lost the intellectual
^contact with their own past. He
stated that pre-literate man was
unable to learn by looking things
up, and"1 that society at that time
consisted of an "oral and aural"
culture.
Manuscript Culture
The alphabet, "a strange, wierd
invention" which we are "born
into" today, produced "eventually
a manuscript culture, but it did so
slowly," Father Ong said.
He related an anecdote concern-
ing- St. Augustine, who in the fifth
century recorded his amazement
at finding St. Ambrose o£ Milan
reading without speaking.
"Peter ' The Eater"
Although mainly interested in
oral disputation, the Middle Ages
(Continued on JPage 3)
Sophomore* who wish to ap-
ply for the junior advisor po-
sitions for next year may pick
»P applications in the Ottiw.
'if the Di>jm of Students. These
applications must Iw. filled out
neatly and legibly and turned
in to the I>ean of Students no
later than March 15.
future of this nation will rest
largely on a continued, efficient
public school system. For this
reason, he felt that federal aid-
should be given to public schools
•rather than private or parochial
institutions. This should be so in
the c a s e of both secondary
schools and colleges, he said.
Aid Needed
It is necessary that we under-
stand the need for such aid and
support measures to halt the ov-
ercrowded conditions which are
steadily becoming, worse, he con-
tinued. There will be a shortage
of 600,000 classrooms by 1970 un-
less steps are taken to meet the
needs pf increasing enrollment.'
Teachers are no longer willing
to passively accept deficient sal-
aries, Samuel said, and many are
being attracted to different pro-
fessions. He'lauded Kennedy pro-
posals for federal aid such as
scholarships for the higher educa-
tion of teachers.
The revamping of. local or
state tax systems would be too
extensive a process, Div Samuel
said, to be a logical alternative
to increased federal aid. Many
(owns would be faced with the
problem of loss of industry should
property taxes be raised to cover
the costs of constructing adequate
educational facilities.
Federal Interference
In answer to the possible pro-
blem of increased federal inter-
ference in education, Dr. Samuel
pointed out that the central gov-
ernment lias never interfered in
the distribution .of funds it has
granted for educational purposes,
with
 v the state governments aet-
inff as distributing agencies to the
local level. There is no reason to
(Continued on Page 2)
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Hill, Tozer, Anderson Also
By JOHN WITHEKIXGTON
FEB. 26—The 1962-1963 Senate
tonight elected John S. Waggett,
termed "a responsible, intelligent
and experienced senator" by no-:
initiator Stephen Yeaton, as its
President Waggett, rising Seni-
or Senator from Alpha Delta Phi
and past Senate Recording Sec-
retary, defeated Timothy Leni-
check of Alpha Chi Eho in the
first of the night's four contests
THE NEWLY ELECTED OFFICERS of the 1961-1962 Senat
are, from left to right, top row: E. Bruce Hill, vice president, and
W-. James Tozer, corresponding secretary; bottom row: Michael P.
Anderson, recording secretary, and John S. Waggett, Senate presi-
dent. They replace outgoing officers Arthur McNulty, Baircf Mor-
gan, and Roger Nelson. (Blobmstein' Photo)
Inaugural Talk
Languages Aid Perspective, Says
Feb. 27 — Dr. .-Gustave W.
Andrian, in his inaugural lec-
ture as Professor of Modem
Languages, asserted today that
the study of foreign languages
should be employed for a con-
scious developing of standards
as well as for the better under-
standing of a culture.
Speaking on "The Foreign
Language and Literature in the
Liberal Arts Curriculum," Dr.
Andrian observed that language
is "the most highly developed
single system in human be-
havior." Although its study may
not have the value in training one
to earn a living that some courses
do, it deserves ''equal importance
as a contributor to a liberal edu-
cation." It can be a definite aid
in the search of wisdom—the goal
of all education. ,
The more languages we know,
explained Dr. Andrian, the more
understanding we can become.
"What does a Russian mean by
the word 'democratic?' In France,
a 'radical socialist' is, a conserva-
tive.!" We must understand and
become aware of these differ-
ences, not only to understand
other cultures, but also to obtain
a greater pevspoctive on our own
language ai«i an" "increased
capacity for vtxaot expression in
our own tongue."
The Ug'iy American
"Mongolingualism is cultural
confinement in a multilingual
world." In contributes to "the
image of the ugly American a-
broad."
Dr. Andrian agreed with David
Daiches, who said that "the whole
concern of literature is with life
as lived by • human beings."
Through their literature, we can
Jearn much about a people. "The
social psychology of a nation is
best found in its literature," Dr.
Andrian explained. -
The "chasm between literature
and the social sciences" need not
exist, he added. They "can be
integrated into a synthesis for the
better understanding of a culture"
and of human beings, not only of
our own time,; but, "in the case o{
the greatest literature, of all
.tirtie."
However, this is not all a stu-
dent gets from the .study of a
foreign literature. Dr. Andrian
"Literature is a powerful, force,
and for its true lovers, more
powerful than life." It is the duty
of the teachers, he concluded, to
find "these true lovers of litera-
ture."
Dr. Andrian, who has been
teaching at Trinity since 1946,
<vas promoted to Associate Pro-
fessor in 1961. His address was
given in Wean Lounge..
President for the coming year,
for Executive Committee posi-
tions.
Senator Yeaton stressed his
candidate's past experience in
college affairs as a member of
he Freshman Executive Council,
Cerberus, Athletic Advisory Coun-
cil and the Senate.
ILenfcIieck Creative
James Tozer, speaking for Len-
cheek, praised his nominee's im-
agination and creativity as excet-
ent additions to Lenicheek's pro-
ven administration ability as
PEC head and past senator. Con-
inuing, Tozer called his ca'ndi-
The texts of the speeches given
>y retiring Senate President Ar-
luir McNuHy and Senate Corres-
oudiivg Secretary KoSw Nelson
t this meeting are onp ages 4
na 5.
date "head and shoulders above
any physical image of the other
candidate" and the best selection
to head a "dynamic but not cru-
sading Senate."
Seconding speeches showed
Junior Senator Robert Miller con-
tinuing to stress Waggett's prov-
en executive ability, while Alpha
Chi Rho's Bruce Hill likewise re-
stated Leniclieek's creative tal-
ents.
The overflow crowd of 150 vi-
gorously applauded as outgoing
head Arthur McNulty passed on
the President's gavel to Senator
Wag-gett.
• The retiring president and retir-
ing corresjjoucling secretary, Rog-
er Nelson, gave' their- iiifsl. ad-"'
dresses late$'in the,evening. 3^ - '•
NultyfJjste.d1, the accomplishments. •
,£ the- previous Senate discussed
ih'e, barrier it had to lade, Bciger' -
&jboA .criticized the "typical Trln-
ty student"' who has "failed to
ommit himself 1o the process of
iberal education."
VJP. Race Elects Hill ,
A three-way race for Vice-Pres-
ent between Stanley Marcuss
Delta Phi), Hill and Donald
aylor (Alpha Delta Phi) elim-
xed in the election of Senator . .
ill.
The by-now familiar qualities
f leadership, intelligence, expel"-
nce and creativily were again
(Continued on Page.3)
Johnson, Students Ponder
Necessity Of The Church
FEB. 27—Associate Prof, of!
Religion, William A. Johnson to-
light challenged student listeners
explained that studying different,to prove that the church is nee-
y and methods of criti-
cism" may help a student in "de-
veloping a standard of his own."
Expression of un Idea
Through linguistic and stylistic
analysis, he may see how the lite-
rary expression of an idea is
unique. The use of certain "words
helps him in the understanding of
an author's outlook on life. An
author may reveal himself in his
use of images also, observed Dr.
Andrian, if there is some pattern
to them. "The value of a work lies
in the complexity and unity of its
internal relations."
Dr. Andrian urged that we
place more emphasis on the end
reached by the author and less on
the means. Our goal, he said, is
to learn how to appreciate the ex-
essary by stating five reasons
why Hie church is unnecessary.
Johnson's discussion, entitled "Is
The Church Necessary?", was the
first oi a series of iee'furos and
discussions sponsored by . the
Christian Association in the crpyt.
chapel. . . ' « . . . • ' .
Johnson charged that;
1) The "church is obscure and
tlie last institution to catch up
with the times.
' 3). The church is intolerant.
"Eleven o'clock on Sunday
morning is the moat segregated'
hour in American life," he said,
8) The church is irrelevant in
the scientific World of today.
4) The church is split into an-
gry little 'denominational eatnp-
gry little denominational camps.
5) .Religion is an individual
pression of an esthetic experience, mutter so the ehurcH is uunee-
essjivy.
A general discussion followed in
•which students commonly ex-
pressed feeling that the church
was being dictated to by the
times rather than taking an origi-
nal stand on world problems.
However, the point was made tjiut
man is a social animal and'there-
fore wants a social expression of
religion within an organized
church. None of the speakers ex-
pressed a disbelief in the estab-
lished church, • • ' . .
Salvation GufKide
The discussion terminated' on.
the question of whether there
could be any salvation outside the
church. Prof. Johnson refused, to
be pinned down, but concluded,
"I am in love with '.the church."
The discussion was the fiiirt
of 10 "Are There Any Ultimate
Answers?" The next discussion in
the program will be presented on
Tuesday, March 6 at 7;15 p.m. sa
the ChapeJ,
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Tripod Welcomes Kempton
' B5T J01LV CHATFIELD
On a Monday afternoon between
academic terms We talked to a
man who is gravely concerned
not only with lhe affairs of state
and interstate, but with the crea-
tures affected by them, and with
•the rarely-writ-on men and events
whose existence is Ignored, per-
haps, by the people who try to
be concerned about the condition
Of the world. The man is Mur-
ray Kempton, and he is a col-
umnist for the New York Tost,
an afternoon newspaper that is
conceivably no competition lor
the sober Times of the same city.
I call Kempton's newspaper the
best columnist's daily journal in
the country, having read very
lew. At any rate, the Post is
within reach. It features each
week a roust of columnists,
among- whom are editor James
Weehsler, Doris Fleeson, James
Barry, Marquis Childs, Max Ler-
ner, and occasional contributors
Erie Sevareid, Eleanor Boosevelt
and Harry Golden.
Tosses Time
Bui the Post serves as its own
advertisement. The subject of
this column is Murray Kempton,
whoso column will hereafter ap-
pear weekly in this newspaper.
He merits an introduction, and
an introduction he shall get—
with kudos. •
WAS MY BUSINESS
His alias: "Dr. Moriarty." His job:
dreaming up fiendish plots for U.S.
spies. After 20 years of silence,
Stanley Lovell reveals the true
story of his adventures in the
O.S.S. (n this week's Post, he tells
about the "Hedy Lamarr"-a de-
vice that panicked a roomful of
' generals. About a devilish weapon
1or wrecking Nazi supply trains.
And about a "mistake" that might
have blown up the White House.
The Saturday Evening
POST-
There wore five of us standing)was in Albany for the Carlino
around in his ottlce that Man- earmg.fi, he wrote on the 18 year
day (there was only one chair in
his cluttered cloister), and we
istened to Kempton as he praised
Assemblyman Mark Lane over
the telephone, and watched him
as he opened his mail (he tossed
Time magazine in the waste-
asket, w h a t e v e r that may
mean). We talked, too, about the
Negro thrust and the Commu-
nist thrust in this country, and
about the peculiar Rightist move-
ment, which damns them both.
Unlike the widely syndicated
uid more austere columnists,
fempton is not condemned to sa-
gacious interpretations of even Is
r chains of events of national or
International consequence. ' His
:ange of topics touches these
svenfs, but he is not confined to
:hem. He writes about what lie
ihooses, and what he chooses he
isuaUy dislikes (or if he likes
'hat he is writing about, he is
writing about it because he .feels
;hat other people don't like it
mough). He is both sensible and
ensitivc, and dislikes many
:hings. But I have already al-
uded to his greatness.
Spirit of The Hundred Eyes
Pic is a man, like the monster
.rgus, with a hundred eyes. But,
lik Argus, he is strongly Jack
hi h i thng in one t ing: t e capacity thatjermits them to close. He has
eyelids—a serious defect—and
'reaks like himself are generally
irritable, and, as we discovered
upon meetings him, nice men be-
sides.
As lor his sensitivity, I woul<
say that where most men hav
an epidermis, Murray Kempton
has only the dermis. Every seor-
ing pebble is a potential subject
for his column, -
If all his columns are Kempton
ish, the December 27 column is
particularly Kemptonish. H'
wrote that day. about a youn
visiting Catholic priest who was
hooted by New Orleans parish
ioners during his guest sermor
about segregation, The conclui
ing sentence epitomizes the Kern1
ton spirit-—the spirit of the huh
dred eyes: "Perhaps the nexi
time the Pope declares a day o:
prayer for the church of silenc<
in the Communist countries, t!
Lord will suggest His- Holine:
include the diocese of New OJ
leans."
Agcon and His Earthly Peers
In another column, while th
UN was tampering seriously with
the Congo, Kempton took the op-
portunity and the space to cele-
brate—or mourn—the anniversary
Of the Hungarian revolt. In
recent column, written when Iv
>ld condemned killer Salvador. Ag-
on and the gruesomeness of the
iccepted concepts of conviction
»nd subsequent clemency hear-
ings, the latter of which he re-
fers to as "an obscene aspect of
aur society . , . a sort of civil
service examination for a place
among the living/'
On Agron and his earthly peers, j
£empton wrote:. "His crime was
>articu]arly vicious; the jury sen-
enced him to death. This gave;1
;ocioty the moral satisfaction of
'engreance. His childhood was
larticularly deprived; he was
h.us an obvious case for elemen-
y. , This gave society the moral
:atisfaction of mercy. We owe a
:ertain debt to any criminal who
akes us feel smug twice."
The National Bible
_ _ _ _ ^ _ _ . by MURRAY KEMPTOM
This is the
undred eyes.
Kempton of the
He has a sty in
;ach of them, and he is rubbing
!iis typewriter frantically to get
them, out.
Samuel Supports...
(Continued from Page 1)
believe that the present policy
will be altered, and even if this
should • happen, he said, the aid
could be rejected by town or
state if serious opposition arose
against such federal interference.
Dr. Samuel also lamented the
complacency shown by the major-
ity of Americans toward careful
study and affirmation of our pre-
sent democratic institutions and
deals. Tlie majority of Ameri-
cans, although they accept increa-
sing federal activity, e.g. medi-
cal care for the aged and social
security, are not readily able to
defend such activity against the
logic of highly organized extrem-
ist groups such as the Young Am
oricans for Freedom and the
John Birch Society.
These ultraconservattve organi-
zations are able to twist to a dan-
gerous extreme, with a logi
which on ihe surface appears
sound, the American ideal 'oi in-
dividual self-fulfillment by claim-
ing that our most basic freedom
should be economic .freedom, the
right to do whatever we wish
with our money. It is on this con-
ception, Samuel said, that ex-
treme rightists, such as William
F. Buritley, base their demand
that central government author-
ity be severely restricted.
The Senior Ball date has been
changed to May 11,
Congress has two groat Instruments of expo.wure. One is the
House Committee on Un-American Activities. It exposes taxpayers
who don't like the House Committee on Un-American Activities. The
other is the Congressional Record. It exposes Congressmen.
The appendix of! tho Congressional Record is an index of what
Congressmen love and what they fear.
An examine of what Congressmen like is five taste of Kep. Oan.
iel J Flood of. Pennsylvania, a rock oi! the liberal coalition. This
month, Dan Flood inserted into the Record the New Year's Day,
message of President Ycligoras of Guatemala.
President Ydigoras casually explained to his constituents that
he had built the staging area in Guatemala for the exiles who in-
vaded Cuba. He got the military material from the U. S. In ex-
change for these services to freedom, Yaigoras says the U. S. prom-
.sea him to get the British out of Belize, a neighboring colony winch
[uatemala covets. . • :
* # *
He explains that the Cuba invasion was a victory, and Castro
hasn't raised his head since. Nonetheless, the pro-Communist slime
in the American press called it a debacle, and "forgetting elemental
reserve, courtesy and companionship," dared to mention Guatemala
as a training zone. And then President Kennedy, "great leader" that
he is, welshed on the payment and Guatemala never has gotten (he
real estate which the U. S. promised to give it.
Rep.FIood enters this extraordinary utterance into the Record
as "a vision of the great future that awaits (the people of Guate-
mala.)"
Congressmen get themselves elected by persistent, insensibility
either to higher conceptions of national morality or to lower consul*
erations of national embarrassment. Only a Congre.s.snum could irt»
sert with approval into the pub/ic record a speech, in which mu> oX
our allies asserts that'our State Dept. purchased hi.s- cooperation in
the struggle for freedom by promising him land owned by another
of our allies. This sort of tiling is what Con^fcssmcn like.
And what sort oi: thing don't tliey like? In the same issue of
the Congressional Record, Rep. Seely-Brown of Connecticut, a Repub-
lican of liberal hue, warns his colleagues on a "riihtiv.s.sui); example'*
of the decline of patriotism in the U. S. This particular horror, he
said, had taught him that "patriotism cannot be taken for granted
any more; it must be taught by mother and father."
* iK *
You might expect, from this preamble, to hear that the entire
Yale Physics Dept. had defected to Red China. Instead, a high school
girl in Fairfielcl County had written an editorial In a school paper
which began: "To be.a patriotic American in the latter half of thfe
20th century is to be a blindly stupid human being."
This terroiist had then proceeded to consider evidences of patri-
otism she had seen about her:
"There is no room in a patriotic American's heart for iove ancl
concern for Communists; the starving Chinese Ret no American
grain . . . It is the stated policy of the United States of America
that it does not spend a penny on foreign aid unless the United!
States profits from it . . . Americans have become » blind that they
actually believe that it is good and right that the United Slates
bomb Russia to 'protect' that perfect, ultimate achievement of man-
kind, the American way of life . , . It is necessary to replace loyalty
to the nation with an even higher loyalty, loyalty to the world."
Those are brave words, written by a 17-year-old girl, and, when
last seen, the nation was still standing- Rep. Se<?ly-Brown could re-
port that the grown-ups had fought back: "there were indignant
meetings of the Board of Education and indignant detections o£
parents and of patriotic organizations in the two towns- who waited
upon the board to protest." But too late; "the damage had been
done." Let us thank God who watches only upon America that
there will always be Congressmen to protect us from little girls.
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.Locals- Lose, to Judges;
Season Ends Saturday
WALTHAM, MASS., Feb. 27 —
Brandeis used a scrappy defense
and a last break to defeat Trini-
ty tonight, 88-72. The judges built
up a commanding lead near the
end of the first half and were nev-
er headed.
Trinity played even for ~the
first 15 minutes, and kept Bran-
deis from expanding their lead
during the second half.
Barry Leghorn got 20 points
closer to breaking John Norman's
season mark, but Captain Brian
Hollander of Brandeis scored 30,
22 in the first half to lead his
Crow Meets
SN for Title
Tomorrow
This coming Saturday, Alpha
Chi Rho, American League In-
tramural Basketball champions,
will try to defend . their title
against National League front-.
. runners Sigma Nu.
The game will be played in the
Field House at 6:30, as a prelimi-
nary to . the Trinity-Middlebury
game.
Crow beat Alpha Delta Phi, 52-
48, for the championship last year,
tout face a rough trial Saturday
in tiie match of the tvyo unbeat-
ens.
LSI) Tactics
Crow features a high-scoring of-
fense, employing two complete
teams which shuttle in anU out
a ia Paul Dietzei. John Pitcau;n,
Mike Schulenberg, Mike Daly,
Sam Winner and Tim Lenichek
operate as a team, which empha-
sizes set patterns troni a high-
post offense.
Ihe "Bandit" team of Wes
* coxder,' Carl Lundborg, Bob
Kraut, lorn, C-alabrttee, and Ter-
ry Ou ui .Ison is a fast-breaking
iroup wi-mh terrorized American
-jueagUL opponents by its speed.
Sigma INu, National League
Champ, has a tall team with good
outside shooting. John Kraft, Don
Woodruff, and Pete Meehan sup-
ply the rebounding for sharpshoot-
ers Bob Borawski, Tom Halloran,
and Pete Landerman.
Both Hit Century Mark
Both clubs have 'broken the 100-
point mark this season, and the
game promises to be quite an af-
fair,
SPECIAL, FACTORY'
DISCOUNT S^J-E
ON
GRISTSCII GUITARS
MELODY MUSIC CO.
319 ASYLUM CH 7,4588
SMAUT
HABIT .
SHOP
SAVSTT
team to its 13th victory in 21
starts. Stu Paris' outside shooting
added another 19 to the Judges'
total. John Fenrich and Bob Bran-
denberger scored 13 apiece for
the Bantams, while Brian Brooks,
who kept Trinity moving in the
second half, had 12.
Fouls Costly
The aggressive defense put on
by Brandeis seemed to have no
effect on the Bantams as the lead
changed hands many times during
the first half. The turning point
came when Fenrich, who had
been doing an outstanding job un-
der the boards for the Bantams,
drew his fourth personal foul and
was taken out.
Brandeis fast breaks against
the weakened Bantams jumped
them from a 25-24 deficit with
five minutes left to a command-
ing lead of 39-27 in a little more
than three minutes. Brandeis led
45-31 at halftime.
Bx'ooks scored two quick bas-
kets at the beginning of the sec-
ond half, but the Judges scored
freely against Trinity's 2-3 zone.
Brandeis made 34 out of 64 for
a very excellent 53 percent mark.
They also outrebounded the visit-
ore, 57-47, as Trinity's shooting
pace of 36 per cent showed the
Bantams' inability to work for
good shots.
Kefereeing Poor
According to Jay McWilliams,
the fact that Brandeis was able to
get away with slapping at the
Trinity guards, Brooks and Bob
Vborhees, without being penalized
was a Jarge factor in the success
of the Judges' fast break. Other
observers, notably Trinity Dean
of Students O. "w. Lacy, noted
that the Bantam rebounders were
being pushed all around the court.
The Bantam mentor, looking
for some reserve strength to re-
place the injured crew of John
Norman, Daryle Uphoff, and Tom
McKune, enlisted the services of
seniors Doug Anderson and Don
Woodruff to fill out the squad.
Both saw limited action as for-
wards tonight although their
main duty, says McWilliams is to
"give him enough men to hold a
scrimmage."
The Bantams take on Middle-
bury in the Field House Saturday
night in the season finale as they
try to improve on a 10-7 record.
HOW DO YOU RATE AS A
fs being a mother your full- j
time job? Then you're no
better than a cave woman,
says Margaret Mead. In this •
week's Saturday Evening Post, she
tells why the average housewife
is a. flop as a woman. Shows how
smart mothers are encouraged to
be Dumb Doras. Tells why we
should stop picking on career girls
and spinsters. And advises women
how to get out of their rut
The Saturday Evening
POST
IUHCM 3, 1003 ISSUE NOW ON 3At.fi «
2 BERGWAX HITS
'Secrets of
Women"
EVE. COST. FBOM
Ci30 r. M. Mnsv SKORT SUBJECTS
Oomint—"S VAX XOVKR"
t ie Schaefer fcear
" > • • •*». . -
Always keep plenty of Schaefer beer
on ice. It's the one beer to have
when you're having more than one.
KHAEFER MEWENE t . HEW WlW AND AUMNY. W.T, CLEVEUMM,
PAGF
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Senators Dissent
On Monday night two respected
campus leaders, retiring Senators,
Arthur MeNulty and Roger Nelson,
joined the small group of • dissenters
which has long contended that all is
not well at Trinity. MeNulty made a
well-reasoned attack on the essential-
ly anti-progressive attitude which in-
fects too many aspects of Trinity.
And Nelson pointed out many of
those faults in the student body
which must be removed before real
; progress can be made. This journal
welcomes their criticisms of those
fundamental weaknesses under which
the College struggles.
The fact that two responsible
'leaders, noted for their level-headed-
ness and moderation, made such
strong- attacks on both the adminis-
tration and the student body, is in-
dicative of what is hopefully a rising
wave of intelligent criticism coming
" from those students on campus who
are truly concerned with .education
and the general quality of Trinity.
The Senate-initiated Undergraduate
Evaluation, coupled with the recent .
attempts reveal the willingness of at
least some students here to attempt
to effect changes which will benefit
the College.
The fight for change and progress
will be long and arduous. MeNulty
pointed out Monday night: "Progress
has often been a forbidden word in "
the Trinity vernacular." His words
are a striking, if not new, condemna-
tion of this institution. If there is:
to be progress in a democratic so-
ciety, it must initiated at the college
and university level. Witness.Mark
Van Dor en's statement in- his book
Liberal Education: "So education is
democracy, and democracy is educa-
tion. The ; statesman is a teacher,
and the teacher is a statesman. There
is no such thing as education for
democracy. Education is either bad
or good. The best education makes
the best men; and they will be none
/too good for democracy."
Thus the importance, of education
as the sine qua non of a democratic
society may be readily seen. But
when a college becomes too involved
with maintaining the status quo,
when it becomes too frightened to
become actively and publicly em-
broiled in controversy, when it re-
mains unaware of the profound
changes which are taking place in
our society, it is shirking its role as a
pace-setter. McNulty's accurate ob-
servation that progress at Trinity is
often thought to be "blasphemy,"
does not speak well for an institution
which should shoulder a fair share of
the responsibility which devolves up-
on the corporate mass of the nation's
colleges and universities.
Of course Trinity faces a problem
in that it is administered primarily
by businessmen, and traditionally
businessmen have not been ideally
suited for a position of leadership in
academic circles. Although there
have been notable exceptions, men
involved in finance and industry tend
to be estranged from the most recent
thought and development in higher
education; they tend to be somewhat
behind the times, probably because
of their association with the basical-
ly, materialistic and conservative
world, of business. Such an attitude
may be understandable in business,
and perhaps it is even necessary for
the functioning and preservation of
the monolith which • we call "free
enterprise." But the ttbei-al arts col-
lege is not the place for, conservatism.
It is a place for the formulation of
new ideas, for the implementation of
new programs. Colleges and adver-
sities, as this journal has stated pre-
viously, should have a healthy re-
spect for tradition, but it.shoul'd not
become tradition's slave,* The dan-
ger that such slavery is imminent
seems obvious when a moderate lead-
er such as ^MeNulty, certainly not
known for radical views, stands up to
say progress is an almost forgotten
concept at Trinity.
. Now some may argue that because
a college such, as Trinity depends to
a large extent upon business and the
non-educational professions for its
Continued on Page 6
Ticker Tape And Tragedy
The Boeing 707 jet climbed 700
feet into the air, banked toward
Brooklyn, and plunged into the mur-
ky, shallow water of the Tumpkin .
Patch Channel in Jamaica Bay., .
Astronaut John Glenn, who 'had
orbited this earth thrice, was on his
way to the ticker tape, parade in
New York City. In the late morning,,
while; Glenn was clutching his wife's
shoulder and' smiling. ,on. the long
ride down-Broadway, confetti flut-
tered its pha,ntasm:agorie tribute arid .
dead men-floated in on "the tide.
The icony was too deafening to be
called by name,: anything but a som-
ber nod was superfluous. The absurd*'
ity was, too banal to be acknowledged
•with a.line from Donne; no r.iore
than the numb endurance of it was
required. ; '• _ ;,
Tomorrow^ demagogues will redden
and bumble in the ludicrous bin-Iesque
of their grim platitudes; columnists
— duty-bound — will cough through
the fumes of their pipes as they for-
• mulate the intricate semantics of
the human melodrama.
.Again, men will fumble in the med-
itating silence, the eye cast toward
, 'heaven. Their failure will symbolize,
the failure of men's minds, and noth-
ing will be altered by it. •
There is a helicopter • race toward
the space capsule, and the ribs of the
wearied Hindu are bared with the
gentle heayes of his breathing. Hurry
your coffee along, for another day is
breaking, and great changes may be
wrought. . •
The
Concluding
Address Of
Sen a to Pros idem I
ARTHUR F. McNVLTY
February 26, 1962
Progress?
iHili l iSlI % 1
BLASPH
, It is especially apropos this evening for me to offer some sm
anew regime of student government at Trinity College. Apropos, beci
has been a great deal of discussion in many n cwHpaporn and magazii
such organization on any campus. .
Here at Trinity we have a ruthov unique j>roblem-Mme]y
in much of what we do by a status quo, practically reactionary, trad
evidences of this "status quoism" at Trinity. The concept of keeping i
the times" is unheard of; and I understand that the word progress,
be used on the "long walk." Progress has often been a forbidden we
cular.
I would like to make it perfectly dea r this evening that I a
gress, or lack of such, in terms of the aeadem ic aspect of Trinity li:
only to three specific issues which wore considered by the senate duj
their relationship to the word "progress." I will consider the Sopho
Honor Code, and the motion to request the Trustees to eliminate the
from the College fraternities. ;
ABOLITION OF THE DINING* CWB ;
First, after a long and careful examination of the structure ii
Club it was decided that there was something radically wrong with tJ
how the Senate could not understand how this society, considered 1
consistently found only the members of two fraternities "honorable;
the organization. We offered the officers of tin's society a sptfJ'c 1,<
the problems internally. Unfortunately, they found this to be an imp
Senate eliminated the Sophomore Dining Club as an official orgwizatj
Senate upset a tradition. It had attempted to be "progressive," The j?
gress" was a forbidden word. Hence, alumni were displeased, threat
changed, and the Senate of Trinity Col logo lost :i few friends, Me?
progress was made! And finally, the word "progress" entered,-to a
be sure, into the Trinity vernacular.
Secondly, the Honor Code. The idea was progressive; tie 3
Trinity College and her "status quosim." The students of Trimty
sheet of paper which stated implicitly, "If you want to become n
change, sign here." Not enough students wanted a change; toomaii^
gress" was a forbidden word; and the Honor System went down t<
again triumphed over progress at Trinity. -
MOVE TO ELIMINATE DISCRIMINATION!
Finally, I would like to exemplify this theme by noting_t
the Trustees of Trinity College eliminate all discriminatory clauses ft
ties. Many colleges, of course, came to grips with this problem .fl*11?
We finally caught-up with the problem just a few months ago. Ana "v
the Trustees? One Trudstee, when he was questioned concern^™
saidr/'I have not had time to think the problem over." He hasn°t 1
tion whether equal opportunity should be denied because of the0010
rest of the Trustees—what is their reaction ? Their first'reaction18.;'
their second reaction is, "What will this do to public opinion conce™1'
probably their third reaction is, "What did the other colleges do s
can't seem to avoid following in the tracks of Araher.st, Wesleyani*nc
behind. Keeping up with the "temper of the times?"-Never, Jl*nf
I am not condemning tradition. But when such s,nti0^a\
contagious reactionary attitude and infests itself throughout *"* ?
Beware.
I said at the beginning it was apropos that I .shotiic
dent government at Trinity College insofar as such a topic see:
the question remains, "Is the Senate valuable on' ilu> Trinity
highly valuable. Through ideas, thoughts, and «.—<;.-•'- «-«
progress. It is we who are aware, or should
m e t Wi th TlinpfoA-n + V, ,>««+.,«,. :-i
vitV the
S$F t h e
«n«ent his
Club, student h
Trinity ( l l ^ f
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some small amount of advice to
ipos, because very recently there
magazines as to the value of
-namely, that we are stymied
irjr, tradition.. There are many
seeping up with the "temper of
irogress is strictly forbidden to
idden word in the Trinity verna-
M I am not speaking of pro-
'riiity life; but I am referring
iiiate duririg'the past year and
e Sophomore Dining Club, the
iiiate the discriminatory clauses
iructure of the Sophomore Dining
;with this organization. Some-
sideted to be an honor society,
Diioi*ble enough" to be part of
specific length of time to correct
eaiv impossible task. Hence, the
rgatization on the Campus. The
i," The Senate forgot that "pro-|y tte'eatening words were ex-
Is, Friends were lost—yes! But
;-ed, to a very limited degree to
e; the result was evidence of
Trinity College were offered a
ecome more responsible, for a
too many remembered that "pro-
to defeat. The status quo
noting the Senate's reguest that
auses from the College fraterni-
aij many years ago. But Trinity?
0, And what was the reaction of
•ninghis reaction to the problem,
has not had enough time to ques-
the color of one's skin? And the
stion is "No comment." Perhaps
concerting Trinity College?" And
fes do about this problem? Wejyan. &nd Williams—only a decade
"jfaWng progress? Blasphemy..
iquitous sentimentality fosters a
at the body of the institution—
d SPeak about the value of a stu-
iras so newsworthy presently. And
. Campus?" My answer — it is
stunts of Trinity can force
i r pressing times which cannot be
3ncepts> and nineteenth century
bude«t irresponsibility, and racial
cge,an« our Senates of 1961 and
!d elf*' Pride, "We certainly made
Four Years Artfully Avoiding
. The Main Purpose of College
The
Concluding
Address Of
Senate Corresponding Secretary
ROGER E. NELSON
February 26, 1962
It hardly seems three and one-half years ago that the
268 students of the class of 1962 gathered here on the Trinity
campus for the first time. Those of us who are still here have
much to look back upon. One of the most noticeable and
satisfying occurrences of these past years has been the defin-
ite improvement in the quality of the student admitted to this
college. This fact was brought home most forcefully to those
of us who during last semester were involved in writing the
Undergraduate Evaluation.
There can be no doubt that today's freshman is better
prepared to meet the academic demands of Trinity than were
-we; likewise there is little doubt that the college has met this
challenge by raising its standards of excellence. Unfortunately,
many students seem to feel that this upward striving has been
limited mainly to the academic sphere. Now no small liberal
arts institution can claim to be fulfilling its purpose when
it is training only one aspect of the student.
As the Evaluation will state: "Only a small amount of
Liberal Education is to be gained in the classrooms. Time
limits what may be accomplished directly by the professor
and student; therefore, much must be accomplished independ-
ently. The formal classroom work . . . . provides the starting
pointfor what should be a never-ending attempt to become
catholic in thought and knowledge.
LACK OF EXCELLENCE
Many factors contribute to this lack of excellence and
involvement in the non-classroom activities of Trinity College,
but I wish to concentrate mainly on the student himself and
the responsibility he bears for the continuance of this situa-
tion. For while the college has the obligation of motivating its
young men, its efforts are useless unless the student responds
and participates-fully- in the corporate life of the community.
For each student this response will vary and ideally, should
manifest itself in as many forms as there are students.
I sincerely feel—and I am not alone—that the typical
Trinity student has failed to commit himself to the process of
liberal education. In other'words, he is spending four* years
of his life artfully avoiding the main purpose of college. If he
does not want an education, and such students must not, then
he should not be in school, especially at an institution of the
quality of Trinity.
It might be well at this point to analyze the student body
of a small liberal arts college. This task has been done so well
by Dean Cecil Abernethy of Birmingham—Southern College
that I must rely heavily upon his efforts. He has defined five
basic types of students:
1. The "dilettante"—the glib, facile student who carefully re-
sists or avoids the basic introductory courses because they
bore him. v .
2. The "opportunist"—he knows exactly what he wants, he
usually achieves good grades, and he ignores any path that
does not lead clearly to his predetermined goal.
3. The "confused"—-he either does not know what he wants
or he finds the curriculum a conspiracy to frustrate him.
4. The "non-involved"—the child of our affluent society who
does not really want anything at all.
5. The honestly 'able' student
' STUDENT RESPONSE.,,,
I am here most concerned with the "opportunist and the
non-involved. These students need to be throughly shocked
into a new awareness. As Dean Abernethy says, "Both need
competition of the intellectually hungry and the influence of
a college community actively concerned with values.
Trinity may have its hard core of "intellectually hungry.''
students, but it has a long path to tread bafpre it will be
"Actively concerned" with values." Religious life, a sense of
honor and decorum, a wide-spread dedication to educative
methods—all of these are presently lacking.
The student-is'partly responsible for this deficiency. In-
deed, to be more exact, the "non-involved" student is the chief
cause. He sits in his room or in his fraternity house while the
vehicles of liberal education pass him by. Have Ave not all had
the experience of meeting at a football game or a college
dance someone whom we have not seen since freshman week?
Whether this situation reflects the present state of modern
society or not-, Trinity College can never be.the quality in-
stitution she claims to be until this mass of mediocrity is
reduced to a small minority.
PATH OF LEAST RESISTANCE
Joined with the "non-involved" is the "opportunist". Here
we must remember that the "opportunist" is not only the
middling student who crams his, course schedule with "guts,"1
but also the intellegent student who "carefully selects the path'
of least resistance. In my mind the latter is the more serious,
for it is nothing less than a moral offense for the gifted to
renounce their gifts.
SECRETARY ROGER NELSON
I have attempted to point out that the Trinity Student
has failed to fulfill the covenant he made with the college upon
entrance. I pray that the new senate will be able to find it
within its powers to begin correcting this situation. By en-
couraging student participation in the cultural life of the col-
lege it will be taking a major step in the right direction. This
should be supplemented by a concerted effort to improve the
quality and variety of such activities. It should constantly
hound all extra-curricular activities in order to keep them
alert and functioning to full capacity. Most difficult of all,
it must find some way of shocking the individual student into
action.
But the job can not be completed successfully if only the
Senate concerns itself with it. We, the students, must join
with our government in seeing tin's task through to the end.
We must dedicate ourselves to the pursuit, not of excellence, so
much as of knowledge itself. If we are successful in seeking
the latter, then excellence will come naturally. In this regard, '
probably the best present the class of 1962 can leave the col-
lege is its class motto: "I know that I do'not know."
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financial support, it cannot afford to
become too actively embroiled in
controversy or too immediately in-
volved in change. This attitude is
not necessarily correct. Sociologist
David Eiesruan in his book Con-
straint and Variety In American Ed-
ucation relates how Robert M.
Hutchins, a man simultaneously not-
education and for his success as a
college administrator, won support
for his program when serving as
president ol the University of Chi-
cago. Faced with a group of men
which Riesman says "had not had
much cultivation as potential but-
tresses for academic freedom and vi-
tality," Hutchins managed to win
support by utilizing a. certain mag-
netic leadership which is a necessary
attribute i'or an effective college ad-
ministrator. Although Trinity admit-
tedly does not have either the reputa-
tion or the resources of the Univer-
sity of Chicago, she could still make
strides toward freeing herself from
the almost adamantine hold of the ,
forces of anti-progKas if her top ad-
ministrators would exorcise a little
more dynamic leadership, if they
would be willing 10 lake a few more
eliances.
But of eourse an improvement in
the basic educational system here
will be of little value if the students
are not willing1 to participate fully in
the liberal arts process. In this area
Nelson's criticisms are especially rel-
evant. When he says, "I sincerely
feel — and I am not alone — that
the typical Trinity student lias failed
to commit himself to the process of
liberal education," he is highlighting
a fundamental weakness which no '
amount of administrative, or faculty,
for that matter, improvement can
from Page 4
eliminate. Although Nelson is un-
doubtedly, correct in believing Trinity
has a "hard core of 'intellectually
hungry' students," he is also pro-
ed for his unorthodox views about
foundly correct when he says "Trin-
ity College can never be the quality
institution she claims to be until the
mass of mediocrity is reduced to a
small minority."
The nation, faced aa it is with the
challenge of imperial powers and a
new and frightening- age of techno-
logical advance, creaking as it is with
the weight of an old social order that
needs at least hasty modification, re-
quires colleges that are prepared to
meet a new age with, a devotion to
the concept of progress. And the
students of those colleges must be
prepared to commit themselves to
liberal education in its fullest impli-
cations. In trying times such as
these, there should exist a mutually
interactive stimulus between students
and the college authorities. - They
should constantly urge upon one an-
other moves toward greater enlight-
enment. The students at this college
have an opportunity today to press
the authorities in control to work
for the betterment of Trinity.
Although" maintaining, the status
quo may appear, at first glance to "be
the easiest alternative facing the Col-
lege authorities, they can be shown,
as the leaders in several revolution-
torti countries will attest, that it is
really impossible to maintain the
status quo when the broad base of
support (in this instance, the student
body) begins to shake itself from its
stupor and raise a cry for change.
To whatever extent the speeches of
McNulty and Nelson have furthered
this, they are-praiseworthy.
SIC FLICS
FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY
"I say, is there a tobacco field
somewhere near here?"
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD-NOT il n - ucv C IOCV,
FEB. 28—Trinity's fencing team
upset a polished Stevens squad
16-11 to record Us sixth victory in
eight starts. The team ended its
first winning season in recent
years.
The Bantams took an early load,
and substituted freeiy after Uiey
had already won 14 out o£ the
scheduled 27 matches.
Epee was again Trinity's top
squad, compiling a 6-3 mark
against the team from Holx>kcn,
N. J., as they swept their second
round after losing 2-1 in the first
set. Kirfoy Talley won all throe
of his matches.
The foil team won 5-4, despite
the Individual heroics of Stevens
captain Frank Choy, who was al-
so undefeated. Andy Stewart and
Harry Pratt each notched two
victories, Pratt almost added a
liird when lie scored three
traight touches against Choy,
but superb blade maneuvering by
:he Stevens captain gave him the
victory.
Sabre Also at, 84
The greatly improved wabre
| Fencers Beat Stevens;
{Travel to NE Champs Sat.-.
team .IjuLshod at SI ulso, with.
two of the losses r<';;i.sliuva
against relatively UK'XiK'iieiiced.
freshmen. Ruy DrtUo and George
Kami look two mafefu's apiece,
while Tom Taylor and Sewall Hoff
lurried in admirable showings in
detent as third-round .substitutes.
This was the Bantams' Urs\
victory over the Engineers. Last
year the Bantams lost 1740, at
Hoboken.
Saturday sees six team mem-
bers traveling to Waltnam, Mass,,
for the New England Champion-
ships. Steve Ycaton and Bill
Chase will represent the college
in epoc, Paul Johnson and Rand
in sabre, and Stewart and Dick
Chang in toil. Trinity could win
the championship this year, as
the opee and toil learns are ruled
highly on the ladder.
Competition at the New Kiif?-
lands includes Harvard, MIT,
Brantleis, Holy Cross, Bradford-
Pur.fee, and the University oS
Connecticut. Of these, UOmn
poses a threat as an unknown
quantity.
COLLendiu
The student government at Lin;
UN1VJKBSITV OF PENNSYL-
VANIA has .suspended publication
of (he student newspaper, the
Daily Pcnnsylvitnian. The suspen-
sion was decided upon after the
paper ran a front page editorial,
demanding the abolition of the
Men's Student Government. In
addition, the editor-in-chief has
been placed on probation,
A committee has been formed
to arbitrate an agreement so the
paper can resume publication.
This agreement •, can only
reached, some observes claim,
when the student government and
the paper "stop demanding1 each
other's abolition."
In an open letter to YALE UNI-
KBsmf'S President Griswold, a
number of students protested the
lack ol an adequate representa-
tion of conservative views on the
faculty, Emphasizing that the rep-
resentation of all points of view
is essential to a university, the
letter took objection to the "polit-
ical Imbalance" of the faculty.
CAN KENNEDY CLEAR UP
THE STATE DEPARTMENT
Hie XattiHy, it suirt, IS loo lilwjvjl
n its political inclination.
»BKO\VN IINIVHUSITV'S f»im.
innWiut (Huh, UH' Btutii'iit Senate,
has abolishrd the University's
.student court. 'Vim rh'u-l' justice of
the court started Hit; a<.'l.i<ni I'or
the court's'dissotvcniont wlu'ii lie
resigned and requested that tho
court be dissolved, In a referen-
dum 78 per cent of the students
voting favored the abolishment.
An editorial in Brown's news-
paper stated that the court pvab-
a'bly died because students pri»»
ferred to bring their cases before
the administration.
Students at the UNIVERSITY ft*
CALIFORNIA in Berkeley may
challenge an "F" grade if they
feel that the grade is unfair.
Passed by the Academic Senate,
the amendment states that a stu-
dent may appeal to the Senate
to have it reviewed. The dean ol
the particular college will report
his findings to a Committee on
Courses and Instruction for a final
decision. If the grade is changed,
the eourse will receive credit but
will not be counted in the average.
J.F.K. once tossed a long-
winded State Department
report right in the wasted
basket. It was his reaction •
to the department's endless red
"fape. In; this week's Post, you'll
learn how the State Department is
bogged down by paper pushing and
committees. What Kennedy is do-..
ing to streamline the operation^.
And why one insider feels the situ-
ation is just about hopeless.
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Tanganyika Parliament Member
Praises Country's Stability/Asks Aid
BY LEON SHILTON
ST. JOSEPH COLLEGE, Feb.
28 -Marion Lady Chesam, a rep-
resentative of Tanganyika's parli-
ament, stressed tonight the need
for< American consideration and
awareness lor Tanganyika, a rari-
ty In Africa with its stability and
peacefulness.
Lady Chesam told the audience
at St. Joseph's College in West
Hartford "Tanganyika, the good
f.hild of Africa, receives scant at-
tention from the major powers. I
can't say that there will be ad-
verse effects (influence of com-
munism, etc.) if we are ignored,
but the United States and the
others should give us more help
. . . not only financial, but per-
sonal."
Currently serving her second
term in Tanganyika's • Parliament,
Lady Chesam was born and ed-
ucated in Philadelphia. She came
to Tanganyika in 1938 with her
husband.
Pleasantly Mad
She spoke proudly of her coun-
try and its stability and mature
approach to independence, which
it won December 9, 1961. "On
the day of independence, Dar-es-
Salaam (the capital city) went
mad, but pleasantly mad . . . ev-
eryone was friendly and joyous,
not like what happened in other
countries."
Commenting on the change to
independence, she said, "there was
a lot of fault with the British, but
We owe them a great debt . . .
Ong Addresses...
(Continued from Page 1)'
were more devoted to manu-
scripts than any previous culture,
Father Ong said. The Middle Ages
included the "culture which pro-
duced the bookworm," he continu-
ed, and made reference to Petrus
Comestei—"Peter the Eater"—a
14th century scholar.
Father Ong observed that the
Middle Ages, with the invention
of the printing press, produced
"what people want: something to
read." The invention of movable
type was, according to Father
Ong, "the culmination of the in-
vention of the alphabet."
Father Ong discussed the pro-
cess of printing, originally a long
and complicated problem. Once
this process is completed, he con-
tinued, "look how far you are
from ever having said anything!"
He commented on the fact that a
typesetter does not even have to
be familiar with the language
which he is printing.
The Art of Thinking
The alphabet, according to Fath-
er Ong, revolutionized "man's con-
cept ot his own thinking process-
es." He said that logic, formerly
"the art of saying something," is
now "Ihe art of thinking, but in
the privacy of one's skull." He
speculated lhat it is possible not
to think in any language at all.
Stating that one cannot have
words without thoughts, the St.
Louis educator said that "words
and ideas are two sides to the
same coin.'"
The Typological Age," accord-
ing to Father Ong, is only a stage
in the development of language,
and is being replaced by the "El-
ectronic Age," which concerns
language through the use of the
telephone, television, phonograph
and tape recordings, and even
SONAR, which is being used "to
catch sardines.
Transportation improvement ha
also "had an effect, he noted, in
that( "person-to-person confronta-
tion" has been increased, becom-
ing "a dominant phenomenon of
our age."
TOMORROW
LAST CHANCE
FOR HAIRCUT
Trinity Barber
for their responsibility and train-
ing-. When independence came,
well educated and experienced
Africans took over."
Other reasons for her country's
stability, she said, are the basic
unity of the tribal chiefs and the
language. Yearly since the Portu-
guese first landed, the tribal
chiefs met in a council in order
to formulate policy against those
foreigners, as likewise they did
later against the Germans. These
actions united the Tanganyikans
early in their history as a na-
tion.
Swahili Spoken
"The Swahili language is spoken
by 90 per cent of the people. ,
It is the sixth language in the
number who speak it in the world.
This naturally is a strong tie," she
asserted.
She stated that her country
likes to be • known as "non-racial,"
instead of "multi-racial." "(the
tag of) multi racial brings out
the differences between them Cthe
races) . . . non-racial wipes out or
attempts to wipe out any differ-
ences," she said.
Asked about the problems of
the United States racial conflicts,
she severely replied, "The publi-
cation of such accounts is the
worst propaganda against you. It
is made the most of by the agita-
tors." She stated that it was dif-
licult for officials of her country
:o defend Jhe United States when
:hey themselves had been discrim-
inated against.
Whispering Attack
The only occasional detrimental
actions against the United States
are "wide spread whispers which
the government tries to stop,"
she said. Such attacks against
Lhe United States - would cease
she suggested if the people of
the U. S. would visit Tanganyika
more and develop a firmer rela-
tionship.
The stately, grey haired woman,
widow of the late Lord Chesam,
appeared ruffled when she com-
mented on the implication of her
country's one party system as be-
ing dictatorial." Tanganyika has
a two party system. In the last
election not one member of the
opposition (they had full slates)
was elected," she stated. The rea-
son for their defeat, she com-
mented, was that the individuals
of the opposition were not as pop-
ular.
Lady Chesam pointed out that
dience that her party, the Afri-
can National Union Party, is not
dictatorial. "Just sit in the gal-
lory and you will see plenty of
opposition on the floor. . . On all
sex'ious issues we have a free
vote. . .* We would like eight
years of unity upon which we can
build our future strength. . . Nat-
urally, as it should be, opposition
will grow." ' !
Popular Endorsement
Prime Minister Nyerere's re-
cently resigned because he want-
ed "to get back to the people and
strengthen his party," Lady Che-
sam stated. You should note that
there was no cabinet shake-up . . .
no parliamentary split upon his
resignation." Kawawa, the new
prime minister, is following his
general lines with the full endorse-
ment of the people.
Lady Chesa mpointed out that
her country's main concern is ed-
ucation. "We have instituted a
new educational system
whereby five years from now it
is hoped that every child can have
a chance for an education," she
said.
Lady Chesam, a representative
for the rural Iringa district, told
how villagers through self-help
programs were building roads,
medical facilities, and other neces-
sities. She emphasized that these
things are not being done for the
villager, but by the villager.
In Peace Corps Tracks
"For example I know of two
towns that are being connected by
a road for the first time. The peo-
ple of each village have started
out following the surveying done
by your Peace Corps."
About the Peace Corps she
commented, "They are very quiet
and unassuming. They come out
as friends . . . I'd like to see
more." The principal job of the
Corps is surveying roads in Tan-
;anyika.
Lodged unobtrusively in the
pile of Africa—the barb wire of
the black ghetto of South Africa,
the paper propaganda of Egypt,
the bombs of the Congo, the ter-
rorists' rifles of Algiers—is the
newly found uncut gem'of a na-
tion, Tanganyika, wishing to be
noticed by the world.
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(Contjiiuefl from Page 1)
attributed to the candidates by
their nominators, S e n a t o r s
Wright, Lewis and Miller respec-
tively. Refreshingly unique, how-
ever, was Senator Edward Ca-
sey's claim thai his candidate,
Taylor, pos&essed "the God-given
gift of natural leadership and the
orator's ability lo cast an almost
hypnotic spell upon his audience."
In the voting for Correspond-
ing Secretary, Andrew Lewis
(Sigma Nu), Tozer (Theta Xi):
and Casey (Pi Kappa Alpha) con-
tended. Also different was Leni-
check's nominating speech which'
revealed that Senator Tozer "nev-
er throws his apple cores out on
the Quad." Whether or not this
virtue swayed the group is un-
known, but in any case, Tozer
was selected.
In the final election for Record-
ing Secretary, rising Junior Mich-
ael Anderson defeated his class-
mate Kobert Miller.
DRINK S c h H t Z ON DRAUGHT
GUYS CAN BE GOOD PITCHERS
- S A Y S WHITEY FORD
Last year, Whitey Ford won 25
games for the Yankees. Yet he still
insists i t doesn't take brains to be
a winning pitcher. In this week's
Post, Whitey tells why one Dodger
pitcher with plenty of brains never
made the grade. Tells how he han-
dles Al Kaline, Rocky Colavito, Jim
Gentile and other top sluggers.
And says why the beanball isn't as
dangerous as it's cracked up to be.
the Saluidayj:vening
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Discover the difference!
For sheer refreshment few things can compare
with Schlitz fresh from the tap. It has a quality-
all its own. And you can taste'the difference—the
smooth, kiss-of-the-hops flavor. Try Schlitz thi3
way next time you see a Schlitz draught sign.
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Slaughtermen Slaughter Wes To Finish at 7-3
/HTTi
Raymond and KG rets; Set New Marks
In Helping Bantams to 64-30 'Victory
By JACK O'NEIL
MAR. 1—In something ^
bling the- Varsity football Home
coming game of this year, th.
varsity. mermen romped Wesle
yan 64-30 here today. The Slaugh-
termen, ' winning eight firsts "u
£ipld of eleven events, roundei\
out their season in fine style when
Junior Dave Raymond and Soph-
omore Bill Kpretz smashed the
existing, records in the 220 yard
freestyle and 100 yard butterfly
everts and set new Trinity Col-
lege records.
Tom S h o r t e n , Steve Lock-
ton, D i c k Good en and
Chris McNeil kicked off the Ban-
tams' win streak as they won the
400 yard medley relay by forfeit.
Raymond, swimming the event for
the first time-this year, then cop-
ped the 220 yard freestyle In a 2:
15.3 clocking, shaving three-tenths
[Of a second off Bob Morgan's 1.9601 in the 440 yard freestyle swim.
record. Rick Ashworth touched out
second in the event, John Burton
then took a first in the 50 yard
[freestyle and -Eel Goodman, loilcw-
'edwitha third.
K»fdtz Breaks Minute Barrier
Captain Pete Bundy teamed up
with Sandy Creighton to give the
mermen a first and second in the
200 yard individual medley, and
Ward Ewing placed third in the
diving. Kbretz then smashed his
Wn 1:01.1 record set on Dee. 9,
'or the 100 yard butterfly and
recorded a formidable 59.4 elock-
:ng for the event.
Burton walked off with his sec-
md win of the.day, this time in
the 100 yard freestyle, and Mc-
Neil placed third. Shorten follow-
3d with a second in the 200 yard
backstroke and Ashworth and Bob
Hevner touched out one and two
'fan Smith and Don McLagan gave
(lie Trinmen a t d
comhir«tion in
two an  three
_.__ the 200 yard
'bveaststrake, and Raymond, Jay
McCraefcen, Goodman and .Burton
made the day complete for the
mermen copping the 4IX> ynrtl
freestyle relay.
The Slaughtermen, Iwasting a
7-3 won-lost season revwd, have
quite a bit to look back on. They
have set new records in the
breastsIroke, butterfly, 50 yard
freestyle, 220 yard freestyle and
400 yard medley relay events.
The interesting part of the story
is thai the men who have accom-
plished this are all sophomore
and juniors. With this in mincl,"
'and with quite a .few bright pros-
pects in the . frosh class, next
year could quite conceivably be
an undefeated season far the
Slaughtermen.
3J**SB
Tripod
by
WESliEFAN SWIMMER- hits water first, as sleepy merman looks on. Rick Ashwoith
but Dave Raymond (at left, in picture immedi- seems to he swimming in nmi-afr at start of
ately above) and his mates copped ^he, 400 yard 440 freestyle (above right). Rob Hwner (in
freestyle relay. Diver Dick Sankey (above left) foreground) takes a more orthodox leap, Atjh-
hangs suspended in^  mid-aii' before hitting water worth and Xlevnec finistisd one-two.
